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Papa s freezeria games kizi

Summer's here! Papa's Freezeria offers the best tropical sweets for holidaymakers enjoying the warm sun and crystal waters of Calypso Island! You have found a relaxing way to enjoy summer while working in Papa's Freezeria, but Papa Louie left and now you are in charge of the shop! Check your supplies and connect the mixers! Make
sure the store is ready! This is the peak tourist season and they want to enjoy a delicious cold snack. Shine your customers' summer by serving these delicious, cold sundaes! You may be confused about the range available combinations of these treats, but don't worry because your customers know exactly what they want. Your goal is to
prepare sundaes for your customers according to your orders. Start at the order station to greet and receive orders from your customers. They're going to tell you everything they want their order to contain, so pay attention. Please note that everyone is down and head to the construction station to start doing sundae. Try pressing the
button when the indicator reaches the green part of the meter. Ideal timing leads to the best quality desserts. Select the base and toppings. Once you have collected the right ingredients, it is time to mix everything together! Yum! It looks delicious. Keep an eye on the mixing meter. Everything is combined and ready to decorate with other
delicacies! The topping has a variety of ingredients to add color to the sundaes before serving them to its customers. When ready, serve dessert to your client! They'll tell you what they think after tasting a spoonful. If you complete every day, new customers will arrive with different orders. You also have to unlock new ingredients. The sun
may be warm out, but your treats will keep everything cool! Do you have any sweet teeth? Why not try Papa's Bakeria and bake delicious pies? No one will notice if you keep a slice or two of yourself! DeveloperFlipline Studios is the developer of Papa's Freezeria. Studios also developed other Paparia games such as Papa's Pizzeria and
Papa's Donuteria.Release Date5 August 2011FeaturesEntertaining gameplayDifferent recipes to trySort customersUnlockable ingredientsControlsUse your mouse to play the game. Welcome to Papa Pancakes, Maple Mountain's best and only pancake shop! Your naughty pet escaped during the trip, and guess who found it? Papa Louie!
He's going to make you a curious offer. Papa Louie has to leave town, and you'll take care of his shop while he's gone. The delicious smells from the pancake shop captivate many residents of Vahtramäe. Get ready to turn the pancakes around! Your customers are hungry, so get these pancakes in the bath with delicious syrups before
serving! 눇The staff is very friendly and helpful. Papa pancakes have similar gameplay goals and mechanics other games in the same series. As a chef, it's your job to take orders from your customers and cook pancakes. Each customer orders different pancakes, so pay attention to these few details. Some want a lot of topping, while
others are happy with just a drizzle of syrup. You have 4 stations on the display to use the game. These are a subscription station, a barbecue station, a construction station and a drinking station that you can open when you reach a certain position. You start by taking your customers' order then cook pancakes. Don't forget to turn them
around! No one would enjoy a burnt pancake. When you're done cooking, it's time to build a pancake. Add the butter, topping and syrup. And you're done! Your customers will rate the dish according to how well you prepared it. Using everything your client specified in your order will earn you great tips and points. So try to make pancakes
perfectly! You can earn game tickets to play one of 7 mini-games and unlock new clothes and items! Would you like to see other job offers from Papa Louie? Then visit our other Papas games and have a watch! DeveloperFlipline Studios created Papa's Pancakeria and a collection of similar games: Papas Pizzeria, Papas Sushiria and
Papas Freezeria among others. Release DateMarch 5, 2012FeaturesUnlockable drink stationCharacter customization options7 mini-gamesLots for different clientsControlsUse mouse to play the game. Beach Burger 57847 Plays Halloween Pizzeria 36311 Playing Chef Hero 50672 Playing Papa's Sushiria 1889397 Playing Papa Louie 3:
When Sundaes Attack 1099850 Playing Papa's Cheeseria 2194901 Playing Fast Food 60192 Playing Sushi Cat-Pudding 142876 Playing Juicy Baka 2633 56 Playing Cheese Cupcakes 18837 Playing Homemade Ice Cream Maker 21897 Playing MadBurger 3 22950 Playing Ice Cream Racing 24316 Playing Leia Candy 38318 Playing
Epic Ice Cream 46474 Playing Papa's Scooperia 3093723 Playing Candy This 18183 Papa Plays Donuteria 2303551 Playing Papa's Freezeria 4581288 Playing Papa's Pastaria 605456 Playing Candy Food Fan 9579 Playing Papa's Cupcakeria 2283917 Playing Papa's Hot Doggeria 2223002 Playing Papa Louie 2: When Attack Burgers
1516055 Plays Potato Rebellion 13795 Playing Papa's Wingeria 714106 Playing Cheese Laut 31 435 Playing Alpha Cakes 14481 Playing MadBurger 28924 Playing Papa's Burgeria 1126921 Playing Cake Master 25680 Playing Papa's Pizzeria 565280 Playing Penguin Diner 203406 Playing Sushi Cat 2 311606 Playing Burger Restaurant
4 52048 Playing Muffin Match 84888 Playing Hippo's Feeder 45113 Playing Penguin Diner 2 129548 Playing Papa's Bakeria 2183634 Playing Toastelia 71943 Playing Kawaii Wedding Cake 12414 Playing Pizza Realife Cooking 331604 Pie Reallife Cooking 68604 Plays Avocado Toast on Instagram 37501 Playing My Kitchen Adventures
16734 Playing Burger Chef 24785 Playing Top Burger 28873 Playing Cake Shop: Bakery 37750 Playing Burger Chef Restaurant Stack Pancake 19704 Plays Cooking Fast: Hotdogs and Burgers 120754 Playing Slice Food 37991 Playing Hungry Fridge 9056 Playing Food Hidden Stars 5770 Playing Foody Avenue 37991 Playing Hungry
Fridge 9056 Playing Food Hidden Stars 5770 Playing Foody Avenue 37991 19344 Playing Beach Restaurant 22381 Playing Club Sandwich 11503 Playing Princess Soup Kitchen 51475 Playing Cooking Scene 68392 Playing Food Stack 19728 Playing Hey! Want to watch brand new games or updates about games you love to play? Say
hello to papa's bakery pleasures! Let the smell of freshly baked pies embrace you. See that folk friction near the bakery? Be happy because you don't have to wait in line. You have exclusive access to these mouth-watering pies because this is where you work! Welcome to Dad's Bakery! Get ready to get flour in your hands (and
sometimes in your eyes). Pie making is art, so let's get started! Watch out! The oven is hot! Papa's Bakeria focuses on pie making, and as well as other titles in the Paa Louie restaurants series, it offers interactive gameplay that keeps you entertained when you try to fulfill your customers' orders. Everyone in this town seems to have a
pretty sweet tooth! Start the game by creating or selecting an existing character. You have many ways to customize your character. Try them all and choose your favorite look. Maybe you can even recreate yourself or someone you know? When your character is finished, you are ready to don an apron! When you first start the game, there
is a short tutorial to show you the basics. For starters, take the order from the customer. They'll give you all the details about the pie they want, from crust type to toppings. Your next stop is the construction station! This is where to choose pie crust and stuffing. Once you've put together your cake, it's time to start baking! Head to the baking
station and place your freshly made pie in the oven. Once it's baked to perfection, take it out and add the right seasonings! The topping is where you decorate your pies. After that, it's time to hand over your pies to your customers. Did you pay enough attention to the details of your customers' order? Try to complete your every application
to earn tips and bonus tickets! Every day, you can open new items and even new customers! Some also offer a special recipe if they like how you've prepared your pie! Papa series continues to put a chef's hat on your head! If you want to try your hand at other culinary adventures, check out our collection of other Papa's Games for more!
DeveloperFlipline Studios developed Papa's Bakeria, as well as popular titles Papa's Pizzeria, Papa's Sushiria and Papa's Freezeria.Release Date14 March 2016FeaturesPIES! Many recipes bake Many ingredientsCustomizationControlsUse your mouse to play the game. Mom mia! You're at Papa's pizzeria! Get ready to knead the dough,
grating and distribute delicious tomato sauce over baked pizza crust! Papa Pizzeria, you can cook the best pizzas in town. Put a smile on the face of your customers as you write orders and step into the kitchen to prepare them. Time to prepare everyone's favorite food! Don't worry. You don't have to answer questions about why pizzas are
around, but their boxes are square. Instead, start the game by selecting the storage slot and entering your name. Your goal as a player is to take orders from your customers and fulfill them as best you can. There are 4 stations that you should pay attention to when you play the game. A subscription station is where your customers place
their orders. Pay attention to the details of each order. They include information about additives, cooking time and how your customers prefer you to cut your pizza. At the topping, you can choose the condiments to put on the pizza. Check to see what your customers want for your pizza. Once the pizza is assembled, it's time to put it in the
oven! Take your pizza to the baking station. Keep an eye on the timer as your customers are preferred during cooking. When it's done, you can cut the pizza! Cut the pizza from the selected number of slices at the cutting station and you'll be ready to deliver your order. Try to meet all the requirements to earn bigger tips and more points.
There are many customers with different tastes. Can you keep them all happy? The first game of the series, Papa's Pizzeria combines management and cooking genres with addictive and fun gameplay. Do you like being a cook? Check out the other Papa's Games in our collection! DeveloperPapa pizzeria was developed by Flipline
Studios. The company also developed famous titles Papa's Freezeria, Papa's Sushiria and Papa's Scooperia.Release Date14 March 2016FeaturesMany recipes to try Different customers with different flavorsPizzas! Fun gameplayControlsUse your mouse to play the game. Game.
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